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Building a home lab: Sysadmin after dark [2]

Here at the dawn of the new decade (or, one year from now if you prefer to count from 2021),
almost everyone owns and uses a computer?especially if you count smartphones as computers
(which they are). System administrators, being employed in the IT industry, typically have at
least one personal system (from which they do things like surf the web, purchase things, or
access their online banking). They have other personal systems, whether virtual or bare metal
hardware, on which they perform system administration functions for themselves in a safe,
private environment entirely under their control.

Red Hat Upgrades Kubernetes Security With OpenShift 4.3 [3]

Red Hat has announced the general availability of the latest versions of Kubernetes-based Red
Hat OpenShift and Red Hat OpenShift Container Storage.
Red Hat OpenShift 4.3 delivers FIPS (Federal Information Processing Standard) compliant
encryption and additional security enhancements to enterprises across industries. It also
features support for remote enablement of Linux Unified Key Setup-on-disk-format (LUKS)
encrypted volumes and the ability to encrypt sensitive data stored in etcd. These new features
can help protect sensitive customer data with stronger encryption controls, according to the
company.

Fedora's FESCo Has Deferred Any Decision On EarlyOOM By Default [4]

Some FESCo members have been okay with letting the workstation working group decide on

their own defaults that would include the EarlyOOM decision (the Fedora Workstation WG
already voted among themselves to ship with it enabled for Fedora Workstation 32), and
others not necessarily being convinced by EarlyOOM with there being several ways to
improve the low-memory Linux experience. Some are also waiting for systemd to integrate
Facebook's OOMD work, but that is still a number of months if not a year out.
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